JUST LOOK AT THIS!
Wagner's Fall and Holiday Bargains.

Until Dec. 1st, 1899, we will make sweeping reductions in many lines we carry in order to make room for Holiday Goods which are constantly arriving.

The reductions will be so liberal they should appeal to the most fastidious buyer.

Reduction on every album. There will be a large and well selected stock of them and we will sell them lower than the lowest.

Don't take our word for it, but come in and see for yourselves. We have always made liberal reductions in our albums.

MUSICAL DEPARTMENT.
Among them are our line of American. We have accumulations from $1.00 to $10.00. We will sell them for $1.00 to $5.00, according to quality. For $2.00, we will sell them.

We make an extraordinary offer in ORGANS FOR CASH.

From now until Jan. 1st, 1899, we make the following offers in organs, for cash only.

Second hand Morin & Hurlin organ, seven stops, one swell, $60.00
Second hand No. 26 and Hurlin organ, nine stops, two swells, $75.00
Second hand organ, high one, medium, swell stops, two manuals, $50.00
Second hand organ, high one, medium, swell stops, two manuals, $75.00

Here is our best offer, which you should take advantage of if you are a new organ with all the latest improvements and one that we expect to be sold soon. It is arranged in every respect, to which our customers can testify. Here is the description—seven stops, two manuals, divided manual, high one, with swell manual at top, ticketed bracket, unity lamp with stool and instruction book.

This $135 “Parlor Queen” Organ for $97.50 Cash.

This lasts for only until Jan. 1st, 1899. Take advantage of this offer before they are all gone.

We must have room for our Holiday Stock, and if Low Prices are what you want, we have it for the asking.

A STOCK OF FINE OIL PAINTINGS.

We have bought a lot of Oil Paintings by notable artists, which will all sell very low where they were bought at фирм prices. They cannot possibly be sold for less than 80¢ each and we will sell them at 50¢.

Genuine Oil Paintings.

Now is the time to Secure Bargains! Don’t Forget the Place.

JAS. WAGGNER, JR.

The Pioneer
Real Estate Agency

Having spent a great deal of money in advertising, Vancouver and Clarke Co., I am anxious to recoup by making inquiries about desirable property. Anyone willing to sell will get more money than they have paid for. I am not afraid of making a big loss about every sale I make, but the money is made.

We will close the deals for the asking price. If you want to buy, do not hesitate until the Pioneer Agency.

And look at our list.

We have a special list of desirable property, farms, wild lands, farm lands, Suburban property, city lots, etc.

We are agents for the National Bank, National Supplement, and Barnstable. Some very fine growing lands in the Garrys Point.</p>